
MAKING A BRONCOS BLASTER

PHYSICS OF SOUND

CREATE A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

in minutes to explore the science of

SOUND
PRODUCTION

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS: Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using standard algorithms. (CCSS: 6.NS.2) Apply the concept of a 
ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between two quantities. (CCSS: 6.RP.1) Describe solving an equation or inequality 
as a process of answering a question: which values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or inequality true? (CCSS: 6.EE.5) b. Use 
substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set makes an equation or inequality true. (CCSS: 6.EE.5)
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1.  Cut off the full length of a pointer, middle, or ring finger from the Nitrile glove.                                                        
 (Don’t worry, it’s not latex!)

2.  Insert the pencil, sharpened end first, into the cut off finger. Poke a hole in the tip and pull the pencil through. 

3.  Insert half a straw into the finger. Pull the straw through the hole until only about 2 cm (~1”) of straw remains  
 inside the finger. Tightly wrap scotch or masking tape around the point where the straw emerges, creating an  
 airtight seal.

4.  Pull 1 cm (3/8”) of the open end of the finger over the end of the orange tube and wrap the junction with the   
 Broncos sticker to make an airtight seal.

- Pointer, middle or ring finger cut from the Nitrile examination glove
- Half a drinking straw 
- Sturdy orange tube
- Broncos Tackle STEM Sticker
- Pointed pencil or equal (not provided)
- Scissors (not provided)
- Tape (not provided)

Assembly

Materials List
For each “Broncos Blaster”, you will need:
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1. While holding the straw-taped junction, gently pull and angle the flexible material to cover the tube end   
 completely. 
2. Blow through the straw to inflate the finger. What happens when there is sufficient air in the finger? 
3. Experiment with the array of sounds produced by varying the force of the blowing and the tightness of the flexible  
 material over the end of the tube.

The flexible material of the finger is positioned to cover the end of the tube, closing off that end of the finger. The 
rest of the finger forms a chamber that inflates when air is blown into the straw. The air pressure in the chamber 
increases until a bulge is created that lifts the flexible material away from the edge of the tube. The air can then 
escape from the chamber, out through the tube, which causes the chamber to deflate. The chamber deflates until the 
flexible material again seals the end of the tube. As long as air is blown into the straw this pattern repeats, resulting 
in the material moving back and forth. These vibrations produce the loud sound. The sound created depends on how 
tightly the tube is sealed, the diameter of the sealed area, and the length of the tube. The frequency (pitch) produced 
is equal to the number of times per second (hertz) that the air molecules vibrate back and forth. The size of the sealed 
area and the tension of the material affect the pitch – more tension will cause the material to vibrate at a higher 
pitch, while a larger area or thicker material, at the same tension, will produce a lower pitch.

Make a “Broncos Blaster” using a tube with a different length or diameter. Use your blaster while watching the 
Broncos play on TV!

To Do and Notice (Point the open end of the tube away from any nearby ears!)

The Science Behind the Activity

Taking it Further


